PARTIAL NEW THIRD AND FIFTH FLOOR ELEVATOR LOBBY PLAN

SCALE 1/4" = 1'-0"

LEGEND:
- CONC WALL
- CONC FLOOR
- EXIT DOOR
- ENTRY DOOR
- ELEV DOOR
- ELEV SHAFT WALL
- EXIT SHAFT WALL
- BASEMENT SHAFT WALL
- RISER CONC SHAFT
- RISER CONC WALL
- RISER CONC FLOOR
- RISER EQUIPMENT SHAFT WALL
- CONC CHASE WALL

NOTES:
- SEE 1/8" SCALE FOR ELEV
- DOOR & WINDOW INSERTS
- PRE-THR ALL DOORFRAMES
- MOLDING ON ALL FRAMES
- 1/4=1000, 3/8=1000, 1/2=0.05

4" PLYWOOD BARRICADE